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ABSTRACT 
The paper contains a solution in the negative of the following problem of C. U. 
Jensen: Is the matrix 
cost sin t 
-sint cos t 
the product of 2 X2 elementary matrices whose entries are continuous functions 
R + R? The solution is based on some ideas of a proof of au old theorem of Sum. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There exists an old theorem of Sturm concerning real zeros of polynomials 
in W[x]. In the present paper we show how some ideas of Sturm can be 
applied to find nontrivial elements in SKi(2, A) = SL,A/E,A for some rings 
A of real continuous functions. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Let ,A be a ring of real continuous functions f: BP + BP. We assume that 
1 E A. Suppose that fi, fi E A satisfy fiA + &A = A. Moreover let 
~+z=fi+l9i+l-_$ for i=1,2,...,n-2 
and some 9j E A, and suppose that f, is invertible in A. 
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For t E W let Z(t) be the number of sign changes in the sequence 
Since f, is invertible in A, it does not vanish in R. Consequently from (1) 
it follows that no pair of consecutive functions from fi, fi,. . . , f, has a 
common zero. 
Let fi( U) = 0, and suppose that there exists an interval [c, d] such that 
fi(c)fi(d) z 0, u E (c, d), and fi does not vanish in [c, d]. We say that the 
interval [c, d ] is respectively: 
of type 1 if fLc)fXd) < 0 ad M(c) - fi(d)lfi(c) < 0, 
of tn= - 1 if fLc)fXd) < 0 and M(c) - f,(d)l.&(c) > 0, 
of type 0 if fi(c)fi(d) > 0. 
If u is an isolated zero of fi, we say that u is respectively of type 
1, - 1,O if there exists an interval [c, d] of the same type, and u is the only 
zero of fi in [c, d]. 
Let a <b, fi(a)fi(b) # 0. Since the set of all zeros of fi in [a, b] is 
compact, there exists a finite set of pairwise disjoint subintervals [ci, di], 
i=1,2 ,**a, k, containing all zeros of fi in [a, b], and such that every [ ci, d i ] 
is of some type. 
Let Z,, for r = 1, - LO, be the number of intervals [ci,di] of type T. 
Evidently neither the intervals [ ci, di] nor their number k are determined 
uniquely by [a, b], fi, and fi. Nevertheless the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 1. In the above notation we have 
z(a) -Z(b) = Z,- Z-1. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that A(U) = 0 for some u E [a, b] and 1 < i < n. 
Then f,_i(u)fi+i(u)#O, and moreover i_i(u)i+i(u) <O in view of (1). 
Consequently there exists an interval [c, d] c [a, b] such that u E [c, d] and 
L,W_fi+dt) -co for t E [c,d]. 
It follows that the number of sign changes in the sequence 
fi_Xt), A(t), fi+Xt), for t E [c, d], is constant. Thus we have proved that 
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zeros of fa, fa...., f,._ i have no influence on the number Z( t ). More 
precisely: 
(a) If fi does not vanish in [c, d], then Z(c) = Z(d), 
(b) If fa does not vanish in [c, d], then the numbers of sign changes in 
the sequences fi(c),f3(c),...,fn(c) and fi(dXf3(d),...,f,(d) are equal. 
(2) Now let [c, d] be an interval of type r, r = 1, - l,O, containing a 
zero of f,. Then the signs of numbers fi( c), f,(d ). fi(c), f,(d) are given 
below: 
if [c, d] is of type 1, 
if [c,d] is of type - 1, 
or 
if [c, d ] is of type 0. Consequently, in any case we have Z(c) - Z(d) = r if 
[c,d] is of type r. 
(3) Let all zeros of fi in [a, b] be contained in the sum of pairwise 
disjoint subintervals [ci,di], i=l,2,...,k, and suppose that every [ci,di] is 
of some type. Moreover we may suppose that 
a < cl x d, -C c2 c d, < . . - -c ck c d, G b. 
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Then 
z(a) - Z(b) = [z(a) - Z(c,)] + [Z(Cl> - Wl)l + [Z(4) - ZWI 
+ * *. + [Z(Ck) - W,)l + [Z(4) - Z(b)1 
k 
= C Cztci) -Ztdi)) 
i=l 
=z,-z-1. 
COROLLARY. IZ, - Z_,I < n. 
Proof. Evidently 0 =G Z(t) < n for every t E [a. b]. 
EXAMPLE. Put fi(t) = cos t, fi(t) = sin t. Evidently every zero of fi is 
of type - 1. Therefore, if for these fi and fi (1) holds, then the number of 
zeros of fi is less than n. On the other hand, in sufficiently long intervals the 
number of zeros of cost is arbitrarily large. Therefore, for our fi and fa 
considered on all R, (1) does not hold. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO SK, 
Let A be a commutative ring such that every nonzero element belongs 
only to a finite number of maximal ideals (e.g., Dedekind rings satisfy this 
condition). It is known (see J. Milnor [I, Lemma 13.61) that every element of 
SK,A can be represented by an element of SL,A. Therefore it is important 
to construct matrices in SL,A that are not products of elementary matrices in 
SL,A. We shall give below a class of such matrices. 
LEMMA. If the matrix 
is the product of elementary matrices in SL,A, then (1) holds for some 
qj, 6. E A, where f, is invertible in A. 
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Proof. Suppose that for some qj E A we have 
(2 ?)( _Iq2 !)(i y)( -lq, :)-*(: qz;+l) =(i 9. 
Then taking $+s= A+lqi+l - A, for i = 1,2 ,..., 2k, we obtain 
(- l)%,+i= 1. Therefore we have (1) for n = 2k +l, and f, =( - l)k is 
invertible. n 
THEOREM 2. Zf A is a ring of continuuus j&n&ions f: R + R, a matrix 
belongs to SL, A, and if the number 2 1 - Z _ 1 considered for fi and fi and 
for all intervals [a, b] is not bounded, then s is not the product of elementary 
matrices in SLsA. 
Proof. From the Lemma it follows that if s is the product of 2k 
elementary matrices, then (1) holds for f,, fi with n = 2k + 1. Consequently 
0 G Z(t) < n, and in view of Theorem 1 we conclude that ]Z, - Z_,] < n for 
every interval [a, b]. H 
COROLLARY. Let A be any ring of continuous functions f: R -+ R such 
that sin t, cost G A. Then the matrix 
( cost sin t -sint cos t 1 
is not the product of elementary matrices in SL,A. 
Proof. We have Z i = 0, and Z _ i is not bounded. n 
In particular we can consider the ring A = R[cos t, sin t] isomorphic to 
the ring W[x, y]/(x2 + y2 - 1) of polynomial functions on the circle x2 + y2 
= 1. From the last coroIIary it follows that the matrix 
cos t 
-sint 
represents a nontrivial element of SKr(2, A) (see J. Milnor [l, 13.51). 
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REMARK. The referee has pointed out that the matrix 
is the product of elementary 3 x 3 matrices with entries belonging to any ring 
A of continuous functions on the real line such that cos( t/2),sin( t/2) E A. 
Therefore M determines the trivial element in SKi(3, A). 
It can be done explicitly as follows. Put a = cos(t/2), b = sin( t/2), and 
denote for brevity by V(x, y, z) the upper triangular matrix 
l 0 1 0 x 1 Y Z? 1i 
and by L(x, y, z) the lower triangular matrix 
1 0 0 
l I x 10. Y 2 I 
Then one can verify that 
M = u( - l,o,o)L(l,O,O)U( - l,O,O)L(O, b, a)U(O, -b, - +(O, b>a) 
x L(O,I, - l)u(l, - 1,1)~(o,l,o)u( - 1, - 2,1)I40, -a> -b) 
xU(O,a,b)L(O, -a, -b). 
The entries of all these elementary matrices belong to H[a, b] i.e. are 
continuous functions periodic with period 4~. 
I would like to thank the referee for the above remark. 
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